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Enhancing Gait Assistance Control Robustness of a
Hip Exosuit by means of Machine Learning

Xiaohui Zhang†∗, Enrica Tricomi†, Francesco Missiroli, Nicola Lotti, Casimir Bokranz, Daniela Nicklas
and Lorenzo Masia

Abstract—Optimally synchronising the assistance provided by
wearable devices with the human voluntary motion is still an open
challenge in robotics. In order to provide accurate and robust
assistance, this paper presents a novel approach that combines
a layered implementation of a controller for an underactuated
exosuit assisting hip flexion during human locomotion: the first
layer is based on Adaptive Oscillators (AOs layer), while the sec-
ond one uses Machine Learning (ML layer). The latter has been
introduced to enhance the robustness of the AOs-based controller
in abrupt changes of the gait frequency, with the final goal to
achieve higher synchronisation and symbiosis between the user
and assistive devices in presence of variable and unpredictable
locomotion patterns. The effectiveness of the layered controller
has been tested on six healthy subjects. Preliminary results
suggested that the additional ML layer provided improvement to
the overall performances during overground walking. In addition,
we found a reduction of metabolic rates when receiving assistance
from the device: 7.4% on average on treadmill evaluations and
10% overground including the extra ML layer, without alteration
of the physiological human motion.

Index Terms—Exosuits; Machine Learning; Adaptive Oscilla-
tors; Gait Phase Estimation; Underactuated Robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

WEARABLE assistive devices for lower limb have been
arousing interest in the last decades for their potential

to restore human walking abilities [1], to improve the energy
efficiency of walking [2], [3], and in some case operating also
as augmentation devices [4]. To efficiently achieve these goals,
researchers focused substantial effort on the optimisation of
mechanical design and the related control strategies. Never-
theless, while for the former great advancements have been
reached over the years [5], [6] with the introduction of soft
materials and compliant actuators, the latter is still an open
challenge and no unique solution has been yet proposed to
cover the wide manifold of human gait kinematics.

The major concerns are related to the establishment of a
synchronous and natural user-robot interaction [7]; in par-
ticular, when it comes to walking assistance, a paramount
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control feature is the high accuracy in gait phases identification
in order to consistently support the user’s intended motion.
Commonly used strategies are based on the characterization
of joint trajectories as function of a phase variable [8],
classification of gait cycle phases through inertial sensors [9],
recognition of gait subphases from ground reaction forces [10],
or electromyographic control [11], [12].

Among them, one approach has been recently shedding
light which takes into account the periodicity of the human
locomotion and extracts its features: frequency and phase [13],
[14]. As a matter of fact, while walking, the trajectory of
some lower-limb joints (e.g. the hip) can be approximated
as a sinusoidal waveform and, as such, the joint angle can
be mapped to the gait phase extracted from the sinusoidal
trend. However, the approach is strictly linked to a precise and
robust real-time estimation of the walking frequency, while
any sudden change, deviating from periodicity, involves a re-
synchronization to the new gait cycle.

A possible solution to the aforementioned issue, is to
enhance the controller responsiveness to sudden changes of
the locomotion frequency: this can be done via Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms. Various types of ML methods, such
as deep learning [15], k-nearest neighbors [16], random forest
[17], have shown good performance in real-time gait phase
estimation and classification. Ensemble learning, as a powerful
ML algorithm, is considered a state-of-the art approach for
solving a plethora of ML challenges [18]. This method aims to
develop multiple weak learners and combine their predictions
into one output, resulting in better estimation performance than
a single learner [19].

In our previous work [20], we presented an underactuated
exosuit designed to assist hip flexion during walking, con-
trolled via an adaptive gait phase estimation algorithm based
on Adaptive Oscillators (AOs) [13]. AOs is a mathematical
formulation able to synchronize and continuously adapt to
the main features of a rhythmic sinusoidal signal, such as
the hip joint trajectory. For this feature, researchers in the
field of assistive devices have been using the approach to
build adaptive control frameworks independent from pre-
defined motor trajectories [14], [21], [22]. The method has
been proven to be very efficient in highly rhythmical motion
(for example, on treadmill evaluations), yet it requires a few
steps to synchronize the assistance to new walking cadences
following an unpredictable change of walking kinematics.

Starting from our previously published contribution, the
present study aims at pushing forward the capabilities of our
assistive device in less predictable walking patterns, such as
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Fig. 1. Device design and real-time control framework. (a) The components of the exosuit are: (1) a waist belt hosting the actuation, control unit, and power
supply, (2) two thigh braces hosting the IMUs, used to record the hip joint kinematics. Two tendons connect the anchor points between the waist belt and
thigh braces and they are used to assist the user. (b) The control framework comprises a High-Level controller and a Low-level controller. In the High-level
controller, the Adaptive Oscillator layer is employed to extract a motor reference position trajectory after the identification of the gait phase from the inter-limb
hip flexion angle. This trajectory is used to train the ensemble learning model of the Machine Learning layer after feature extraction from kinematic data.
The final output is the reference motion of the actuator predicted from the ML layer and then interpolated through cubic splines. In the Low-Level controller,
the position error (reference motion - actual motor position) is converted into motor velocity command via PID controller.

during overground walking. To this purpose, we designed
a layered High-Level controller combining the AOs-based
control strategy with an Ensemble Learning approach to assess
the possibility to significantly improve the performance of the
controller to adapt and synchronize to different locomotion
modes. We hypothesised that the use of a ML algorithm
trained on data extracted from the AOs-based controller could
be able to strengthen the robustness of the control approach
in less controlled environments. Specifically, the peculiarity
and novelty of our control scheme relies on using Machine
Learning as a ”noise rejection” technique to maintain a high
level of performance of real-time adaptation algorithms in
scenarios that may request frequent re-synchronization to the
input signal. To such an extent, we enrolled six healthy
subjects to compare the performances of the controller solely
based on AOs with the newly designed ML-based controller,
both on treadmill and overground evaluations.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that a combination
of the two approaches (AOs and ML) is presented and we
believe that this novel control strategy may yield to a step
forward in enhancing real-time gait assistance in unpredictable
circumstances.

II. EXOSUIT HARDWARE SETUP

We tested our new control architecture on the underactuated
exosuit already proposed in [20]: the device (Fig. 1-a) assists
hip flexion during walking via a tendon-driven system.

The textile structure consists of two modular components
worn independently by the user: the first is a waist belt
hosting the actuation system, control unit, and power supply;
the second component is made of two bilateral thigh braces.
Each brace mounts on its lateral part an Inertial Measurement
Unit sensor (IMU, Bosch, BNO055, Gerlingen, Germany) to

acquire the hip flexion angle on the sagittal plane sent to the
control unit via Bluetooth Low Energy.

The actuation system consists of a brushless motor (AK80-
6, 6:1 gear reduction, Cube Mars actuator, T-MOTOR, Nan-
chang, Jiangxi, China) mounted on the back side of the waist
belt. A 3D printed double-layer pulley (�78mm) is fixed
on the motor and transmits assistive forces to the hip joints
by wrapping up two artificial tendons (Black Braided Kevlar
Fiber, KT5703-06, 2.2 kN max load, Loma Linda CA, USA).
Two Bowden sheaths (Shimano SLR, �4mm, Sakai, Osaka,
Japan) cover each tendon from the actuator to a proximal
anchor point anchored on the front of the belt.

The control unit involves two modules running on different
architectures: kinematics recording and low-level control are
processed through an Arduino mega 2560 (Arduino, Ivrea,
Italy), while the high-level controller incorporating the Ma-
chine Learning framework runs on an embedded processor
(NVIDIA Jetson Nano, Santa Clara CA, USA).

The control framework data acquisition and processing
have been implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink environment
(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts MA, USA).

III. REAL-TIME CONTROL FRAMEWORK

The proposed real-time control framework integrates Ma-
chine Learning (ML) to the Adaptive Oscillators (AOs) based
controller described in our previous work [20]. The two
approaches are incorporated into the High-Level controller and
named hereafter AOs layer and ML layer (Fig.1-b).

The Low-Level controller is then implemented to properly
deliver the assistance based on the output of the High-level
controller.
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A. High-Level Controller: AOs + ML

1) Adaptive Oscillators layer: The AOs approach, used
to estimate the gait phase, is hereby described in its salient
steps. For an in-depth description, the reader can refer to [20].
Briefly, this layer estimates the gait phase in real-time by
reconstructing the recorded inter-limb hip flexion angle θIL(t)
as sum of 3 sinusoidal functions [13]:

θ̂IL(t) = α0(t) +

3∑
n=1

αn(t) sin(φn(t)) (1)

φ̇n(t) = ω(t) · n+ νφ
F (t)∑
αn

cos(φn(t)) (2)

ω̇(t) = νω
F (t)∑
αn

cos(φ1(t)) (3)

α̇n(t) = ηF (t) sin(φn(t)) (4)
α̇0(t) = ηF (t) (5)

being θ̂IL(t) the reconstruction of the hip flexion angle, αn(t)
and φn(t) amplitude and phase of each harmonic component,
α0(t) the offset, and ω(t) the fundamental frequency. Con-
vergence to the input is driven by F (t) = θIL(t) − θ̂IL(t),
with learning speeds dictated by the phase, frequency, and
amplitude gains, respectively νφ = 20, νω = 20 and η = 5.

The gait phase ϕ(t) is obtained from the fundamental phase
of the AOs dynamic system (namely φ1(t)) after correction
according to a specific gait event and normalization in the
interval [0, 2π):

ϕ(t) = mod(φ′
1(t) + φe(t), 2π) (6)

being φ′
1 = mod(φ1(t), 2π) and φe a corrective factor that

takes care of matching a gait phase value of 0 rad with the
starting point of each stride, here identified as the moment of
maximum hip flexion and marked with ts. Specifically, φe is
computed integrating the following equation:

φ̇e = Ceω(t)e
−ω(t)(t−ts) (7)

being:

Ce =

{
−φ′

1(ts)− φe(ts), if 0 ≤ φ′
1(ts) < π

2π − φ′
1(ts)− φe(ts), if π ≤ φ′

1(ts) < 2π
(8)

The final gait phase results in a linearly increasing variable
from 0 to 2π along a stride.

The output of this layer is a reference position trajectory θr
that the actuator should follow to assist alternately both legs.
θr is computed shifting the gait phase obtained at the High-
Level of π, then given as argument to a sinusoidal function:

θr = sin(ϕ(t)− π) (9)

2) Machine Learning layer: The second layer aims at
enhancing the motor reference position trajectory estimation
from the AOs layer by means of Ensemble Learning. Ensemble
Learning is a branch of machine learning able to improve
the accuracy and robustness of general ML approaches by
generating a set of weak learners and combining their outputs

for final decision minimizing the prediction error [23], [24].
Boosting algorithms are the most popular ensemble learning
methods and, among them, the LSBoost (least squares gradient
boosting) algorithm, using the least squared error as objective
function, is widely adopted for regression strategies [25], [26].

In this specific application, this machine learning approach
works as follows:

i. Initialize model h0 by averaging all the {θr(ti))}mi=1 in
the initial dataset {(θIL(ti), θr(ti))}mi=1 collected from
the AOs layer, in which θIL(ti) is the (ti)

th sampled
data of the inter-limb hip flexion angle recorded from
IMU, θr(ti) is the (ti)

th respective estimated value from
AOs layer of the reference position trajectory, and m is
the size of the training dataset.

ii. For each iteration n (n ∈ 1...N , with N is the total
number of the weak learners) we fit the ensemble model
HN through the following steps:

a) Fit a new learner hn based on the new dataset
{(θIL(ti), rn(ti))}mi=1, being rn(ti) the (ti)

th pseudo-
residual. The pseudo-residual rn(ti) is computed
considering the least squared error loss function
L(θr, θHn−1):

L(θr, θHn−1) =
1

2

m∑
i=1

(θr(ti)− θHn−1
(ti))

2 (10)

rn(ti) =
∂L(θr(ti), θHn−1

(ti))

∂θHn−1
(ti)

= θr(ti)− θHn−1(ti), i = 1, ...,m

(11)

being θHn−1
(ti) the (ti)

th ensemble prediction of the
reference trajectory obtained by combining all previous
grown learners (i.e. h0, h1, ..., hn−1) as follows [26]:

Hn−1 =

h0 + η1

n−1∑
j=1

βjhj


H0=h0

(12)

where η1 denotes the learning rate aimed at improving
the generalization performance of model, βj is the
weight of the weak learner hj computed by minimizing
the loss function in Eq.(10):

βj = argmin
β

L(θr, θHj ) (13)

b) Compute βn for hn via Eq.(10).
c) Update the model to Hn:

Hn = h0 + η1

n∑
j=1

βjhj (14)

iii. Output the ensemble model HN , which will be utilized
as a more robustness prediction of the reference position
trajectory θ̂r for the actuator based on the inter-limb hip
angle.
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Ramp

Fig. 2. Performance comparison on human motion estimation. (a) Mean RMSE between the actual angular walking frequency measured from kinematic
data and the estimated angular walking frequency from both controllers, respectively AOs (purple) and ML (light blue) across all strides and subjects. (b)
Magnitude-squared coherence between the user’s motion and the motion of the actuator (CU/A). Values closed to 1 highlight a higher relation between the
actuator reference motion and the inter-limb hip flexion angle. (c-d) Inter-limb flexion angle (gray) and estimated motor reference position trajectories from
the AOs-based controller (purple) and the ML controller (light blue) in the overground trial during a ramp crossing and u-turn in a representative subject. The
step corresponding to a temporary desynchronization of the AOs-based approach is highlighted.

B. Low-Level Controller

At the low-level controller, a feedback position loop is
implemented to compare the position of the motor θm with
the reference motion θref obtained through cubic spline inter-
polation of θ̂r from the high-level.

To convert the position error (θref −θm) into motor angular
velocity, we used a PID controller having transfer function:

Y (s) =
Kp +Ki · 1

s

1 +Kd · s
(15)

where the gains Kp, Ki, and Kd have been experimentally
tuned, using the Ziegler-Nichols heuristic method, prior ini-
tiation of the study and then left unchanged across all study
participants.

C. Machine Learning Parameters Optimization

In this study, we chose Classification and Regression Trees
(CART) for Machine Learning as weak learner for the LS-
Boost regression algorithm. CART has been successfully im-
plemented for exoskeleton gait phase identification, showing
higher performance than neural networks [27]. To improve
the controller prediction accuracy and the robustness of the
assistance, three hyperparameters of the CART have been
tuned once prior all the experiments by feeding a pre-recorded
dataset (see section IV-A) as follow:

1) the maximum number of decision tree splits, which
has been chosen based on the size of gait dataset:
MaxSplits = 2s, with s ∈ {1, ..., log2(m− 1)} (m =
dataset size);

2) the learning rate: η1 ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1};
3) the number of the regression trees: N ∈ {0, ..., 100}.

According to the loss of 10-fold cross validation [28] and
taking into account the real-time computational cost required
from the embedded processor, the final hyperparameters have
been set to MaxSplits: 1024, η1: 0.25, N : 26.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Six healthy subjects were enrolled in the study (4 fe-
males and 2 males, age 26.50±2.35 years, mean±SD, weight
69.17±20.91 kg, height 1.72±0.14 m). All subjects were
healthy subjects without history of musculoskeletal or neu-
rological disorders. Informed consent forms were signed by
participants before performing the experimental session. All
research procedures were in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki and were approved by the Ethical Committee of
Heidelberg University (resolution S-313/2020).

A. ML Algorithm Training

Before starting the trial, each participant performed a pre-
liminary session to collect the gait training dataset for the
LSBoost algorithm. The task consisted of a 6min treadmill
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walking at different speeds, starting from 0.4m/s up to
1.15m/s, with an increase of 0.15m/s per minute. The gait
phase and the motor reference position trajectory θr estimated
by the AOs layer were recorded along the trial and used to
train the model.

The feature extraction considered a moving time window
of 300ms (sampled at 100Hz) in which a total of 12 features
have been chosen: the first value, fifth value, maximum value,
minimum value, average value, and standard deviation of inter-
limb hip angle and hip velocity [29], in which the first and
fifth values are utilized to offer a motion trend information to
improve the model predictive accuracy. Specifically, during the
training, the set of features in each time window was ”labeled”
as the last value of the corresponding AOs estimated motor
reference position trajectory θr in order to avoid any delay
during the real-time computations.

B. Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol consisted of two different tasks:
a) Treadmill task: subjects were asked to perform three

sessions of treadmill walking at different constant speeds:
0.6m/s, 0.8m/s, and 1.1m/s for 4min each.

b) Overground task: subjects were asked to walk overground
at self-selected speed for 4min. The overground path had
an overall length of approximately 20m and comprised
ramps and u-turns every 5m alternately.

Both tasks were repeated in three conditions: (1) assistance
with the Adaptive Oscillators controller (AOs), (2) assistance
with the Machine Learning controller (ML), (3) No Assistance
(NA), in which the exosuit was turned off and the tendons
were removed from the thigh braces. The order of trials and
conditions was randomised across subjects, and participants
rested for approximately 10min between sessions to avoid
fatigue.

C. Data Collection

In each experimental session described in section IV-B,
we performed metabolic measurements to assess the effect
of receiving assistance from the device: metabolic data were
recorded through indirect calorimetry using a portable gas
analyser (K5, COSMED, Rome, Italy). Before starting the
trials, we recorded the average metabolic cost at quiet standing
during a 2min stand up resting condition. This value was
subtracted to the metabolic measurements in the offline data
analysis to obtain the cost of walking.

In addition, we recorded kinematic data (i.e. hip angular
position and hip angular velocity), as well as the reference
trajectory and gait phase signals from the High-level controller
via the inertial measurement units.

D. Data Analysis

1) Performance comparison on human motion estimation:
To assess the performance of the ML algorithm, we compared
the error between the estimation of the walking angular
frequency by the ML-based controller (ωML) and the AOs-
based controller (ωAOs). We quantified it in terms of Root

Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the estimated walking
angular frequency and the actual angular frequency measured
from kinematic data (ωstrides), both computed as ωi = 2π/Ti.
To compute ωML and ωAOs, Ti refers to the period of
the sinusoidal reference trajectory for the actuator motion
corresponding to the ith stride; to compute ωstrides, Ti refers
to the period of the ith stride from IMU signals after low-
pass filtering (4th order Butterworth filter with 10Hz of cut-
off frequency) and segmentation. Additionally, we examined
the relation between the user’s motion and the actuator motion
in terms of magnitude-squared coherence (CU/A) [30]:

CU/A =
|GθILθref |2

GθILGθref

(16)

where GθILθref is the cross-spectral density between the inter-
limb hip flexion angle and the actuator reference motion, while
GθIL and Gθref are the autospectral densities of the two
signals. Since both signals have a sinusoidal trend, the value
of CU/A at the fundamental frequency is an indication of the
extent to which θref is related to θIL.

2) Kinematics: Kinematic assessments were performed on
hip angular trajectories and hip angular velocity profiles of
the left and right leg. Raw IMU data were segmented into
steps after low-pass filtering (4th order Butterworth, cut-off
frequency 10Hz). For each subject, we assessed the range of
motion (ROM), the mean peak velocity in stance and swing
across all steps in the NA, AOs, and ML conditions.

3) Metabolic Cost: The net metabolic cost of walking for
NA, AOs, and ML conditions was estimated using Péronnet
and Massicotte’s equation [31], then subtracted by the average
cost at quite standing. We analysed the metabolic energy
expenditure of the last two minutes of walking for each
condition, as data in the first two minutes were not yet
at steady state [32]. Data were normalized with respect to
subjects’ weight for comparison among participants.

E. Statistical Analysis
The normality of data distributions was verified with a

Shapiro-Wilk test, setting the significance level α = 0.05. All
acquired data resulted normally distributed.

For control performance assessments, a two-way ANOVA
was used to find significant differences between both con-
trollers at different speeds and overground.

We used a two-way ANOVA of “condition” (NA vs. AOs vs.
ML) and “trial” (0.6m/s, 0.8m/s, 1.1m/s, overground) with
repeated measures on the trials to find significant differences
in kinematics and metabolic assessments. When the ANOVA
results were significant, post-hoc analysis with Fisher’s LSD
was applied to identify pairwise differences between condi-
tions.

For each metric, outliers were identified using Tukey’s
rule and they were removed before further analysis. Data are
presented as mean with standard error (SE).

V. RESULTS

A. Performance comparison on human motion estimation
Fig. 2-a reports the RMSE between the actual angular fre-

quency measured on kinematic data and the estimated angular
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Fig. 3. Kinematics. (a)-(c) Hip angular position and velocity profiles in percentage of the step duration overground, for the NA (grey), AOs (purple), and
ML (light blue) conditions. The solid lines and shaded areas are the mean and standard deviations across subjects after averaging data from the right and left
leg. (b) Range of motion (ROM) of the hip joint averaged across sides (right and left leg) and subjects for the NA (grey), AOs (purple), and ML (light blue)
conditions: data are represented as maximum flexion (positive values) and maximum extension (negative values). (d) Positive peak (swing phase) and negative
peak (stance phase) of hip velocities averaged across sides (right and left leg) and subjects for NA (grey), AOs (purple), and ML (light blue).

frequency from both controllers as mean across all strides and
subjects. The mean RMSE resulted 0.14±0.01 and 0.12±0.02
rad/s, AOs and ML respectively, at 0.6m/s; 0.15±0.02 and
0.14±0.02 rad/s at 0.8m/s; 0.19±0.03 and 0.19±0.02 rad/s
at 1.1m/s; and 0.31±0.05 and 0.21±0.02 rad/s during the
overground task. We found statistically significant difference
between the two controllers only in the overground trial
(p=0.01), where the ML seems to provide better gait estimation
than the AOs.

Fig. 2-b shows the coherence between the user’s motion
and the motion of the actuator as mean across subjects.
We found a significantly higher value in the ML condition
than AOs overground (p<0.05), respectively 0.95±0.01 and
0.79±0.07. Conversely, treadmill trials showed comparable
results between the two controllers.

Fig. 2-c and -d report the AOs and ML estimated motor
reference position trajectory for few steps in correspondence
of a ramp crossing and a u-turn in the overground trial for one
representative subject. The performance of the two controllers
are highlighted, showing a temporary desynchronization of the
AOs-based controller, given by the change of walking cadence,
and the enhanced robustness provided by the ML layer.

B. Kinematics

Kinematic results are presented in Fig. 3: data are reported
as average between the right and left legs, as the two-way
ANOVA showed no side-related difference.

Fig 3-a and -c show the hip angular position and velocity
profiles averaged across all steps and subjects for the over-
ground trial, in the NA, AOs, and ML conditions.

Fig. 3-b presents the average Range of Motion (ROM) of
the hip joint for all the trials and conditions. We did not find
statistical differences in the maximum angle reached during
hip flexion (positive values) and the maximum extension
(negative values) among conditions.

Fig. 3-d shows the average peak velocities reached during
the four trials both in stance (negative peak) and swing
(positive peak). We did not find statistical differences among
conditions, meaning that both controllers do not alter the
physiological gait kinematics.

C. Metabolic Cost

Metabolic cost results are reported in Fig. 4. In treadmill
evaluations, walking with the exosuit in both powered condi-
tions (AOs and ML) significantly reduced the metabolic cost of
7.4% on average (p<0.05) across the three treadmill speeds.
No statistically significant differences were found between the
two controllers for all the trials.

In the overground task, the controller with the extra ML-
layer resulted in a significantly lower (p<0.05) metabolic cost
with respect to the NA condition, with an average reduction
of 10%.

VI. DISCUSSION

Lower limb exosuits are seeing an exploit in their use to
assist and enhance human walking, both in industrial and
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Fig. 4. Metabolic Cost. Net metabolic cost when walking with the hip exosuit controlled via the AOs and ML approaches compared to the not assisted
condition (NA). Three different speeds on treadmill walking (0.6m/s, 0.8m/s, 1.1m/s) and an overground trial at self-selected speed (average 0.5m/s)
were investigated. Statistical differences among conditions (i.e., AOs, ML, and NA) are indicated with ∗ (p<0.05).

rehabilitation settings [33]. For a daily scenario, such wearable
devices must be compact, ready-to-use, and, above all, rely
on a robust control framework able to synchronize the motor
assistance with promptness in adaptation to different walking
speeds and ground conformations.

By pursuing this challenge, we proposed a new control
framework for our underactuated hip exosuit: the inclusion
of an extra ML layer has been able to compensate for
the shortcomings shown by the AOs controller, in particular
during walking cadence and ground level transitions. To the
best of our knowledge, here we provide a step forward in
enhancing gait assistance stability and robustness, since the
two approaches were never combined in previous studies.

With respect to our previous work [20], in this study, we
carried out metabolic measurements to further investigate how
the wearer benefits from the exosuit assistance. Indeed, the
relative change in the metabolic rate that is induced by the
assistive device is the most widely adopted metric to assess the
effects on human locomotion [6]. This analysis, in conjunction
with the kinematic metrics extracted from IMU sensors (Fig. 3
and Fig. 4), showed that both the tested controllers had compa-
rable results in providing metabolic savings in all the treadmill
trials (change of 7.4% on average, comparable to [34], [35],
[36]), without hindering the physiological human motion.
Conversely, the overground task highlighted the superiority of
the extra ML layer in providing metabolic saving (significant
change of 10% than NA) compared to the controller solely
based on AOs. This outcome may be a direct consequence of
the more accurate walking frequency estimation and higher
coherence between the device and the user’s motion provided
by the additional ML layer (see Fig. 2). Here we found that
in less standardised walking patterns, as in our overground
walking circuit with inclined elements (i.e. ramps and u-turns),
the additional ML layer is able to provide a more robust
estimation of the actuator reference trajectory, overcoming
the previously encountered limitations when solely using the
AOs in gait phase re-synchronization. We obtained, indeed,
a significantly reduced error related to the tracked walking
frequency: 0.31±0.05 vs 0.21±0.02 rad/s, for the controller
solely based on AOs and the one with the additional ML
layer respectively. This resulted in an improved robustness and

stability in the interaction between the device and the wearer
along the whole trial duration. We envision that, in a bigger
sample size and prolonged experiments duration, the benefit
provided by the ML layer in terms of enhanced symbiosis
with the user’s motion may result in even higher savings in
the metabolic energy expenditure.

It is worth noticing that these advantages are reached at
the expenses of a higher computational cost that the ML
algorithms require as well as an initial calibration/training
phase, which is not requested when using only the AOs
controller. Indeed, it is known that the training phase can be
costly, since a big dataset is required in order to have a proper
training of the algorithm and avoid unpredictable responses if
the user’s behaviour diverts from the training conditions [37].
Therefore, future studies will focus on deriving a strategy to
reduce the training phase and to extract a deeper quantification
of the effects when the user ambulates outside the range of
the training waking frequencies.

The work contains some limitations related to the number of
recruited participants and tested conditions, the latter limited
to laboratory settings evaluations. Next studies will focus on
assessing the controller performance on extended overground
walking sessions including stairs and steep terrains with dif-
ferent slopes, and in a wider population in order to investigate
also adaptation processes [5].

This study was designed as a preliminary evaluation to
assess the feasibility of the described layered control scheme.
Overall, we were able to reach an improved motor trajectory
estimation accuracy throughout the overground walking with
the inclusion of the ML layer. Such a solution reflected on
an enhanced robustness of the hip flexion assistance delivery
timing. Given also the potentialities of the system in saving
metabolic energy without altering users’ kinematic pattern, the
approach can be tested in different settings and population
kinds, such as older people or mildy affected neurological
patients.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our study presented a novel control framework for our
underactuated hip exosuit that combines Adaptive Oscillators
and Machine Learning. The comparison with the previous
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controller version showed more robustness in adapting to dif-
ferent walking scenarios during overground tasks. Limitations
of the work are related to the number of participants and in-
lab evaluations. Next works will expand the assessment on
extensive overground paths. Our outcomes further support the
idea that this device could be used for assisting human gait in
daily living activities.
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